Think in Sync
A quick and simple way to get your team aligned

Your team

The MindTime Map of Thinking

For teams that:
Are struggling with cohesion and understanding each other
Are trying to overcome barriers to effectiveness, like working virtually
Feel a sense of frustration where people are not feeling heard
Would benefit from having a coaching session
Want to be more effective but lack the know-how
Have 2-4 hours to invest

What you can expect:
A fun way to embrace your differences and their potential
Solutions for turning mind-traps into levers for thinking in sync
A simple map that explains so much for each member and the group
Only takes 2 hours for your team to get rolling
Group size: 3-25 people
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How it works: from individual to group awareness
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY AND REPORT
A shared awareness of how people think leads to a common
understanding. This opens the way for more meaningful
interactions and learning how to think in sync with each other.
Every team member takes the MindTime survey which provides a
clear explanation of how they each think (scientifically validated)
and prepares them for understanding the group map.

DIAGNOSTIC AND SOLUTIONS SESSION
After everyone has taken the survey and the team has been
mapped, John uses 4 simple thought-hacks to reveal your
team's dynamics and what's possibly out of sync. This is done
by either a 90-minute live webinar or a 45-minute prerecorded video, and is based on the team's composition as
revealed by the MindTime map.

RESOURCES TO MAKE IT STICK

COMMUNITY

Nothing sticks without practice. MindTime skills are sticky and
easily implemented into daily group routines and processes. We
provide you with access to resources like our community Slack
channel where your questions are answered by coaches. You also
gain access to other supporting materials such as the e-book It's
All About Time.

A quick and fun MindTime-based team experience.
Get in touch with us to find out more.

contact@mindtime.com
A: Includes
Package B: Includes preA Package
B
virtual 90-minute group
recorded 45 minute diagnostics
coaching session - €55 per
person (€385 minimum)

and prescriptive session - €35
per person (€350 minimum)

Both packages include individual surveys & reports, group mapping, group
resources (Slack channel for teams, ebooks and videos). Follow-up call available.
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